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here are certain things that just won’t stick in my head,
no matter how hard I try. For example, I struggle with
spelling certain words like balance, challenge, and even
tomatoe (wait is there really an e on the end)? For years I
struggled to remember which saxophone son Zack has played
since 4th grade, so I finally stuck a “Z” in front of “alto” a clever
trick to remind me that he plays the alto sax, now known as
the “Zalto.” Finally, I can’t ever seem to recall the parts of a
flower, a particularly embarrassing lapse for a naturalist. I
know the names of the parts; calyx, stamen, pistil etc, but
where they are located
on the flower, continues
to baffle. Recently I was
going through a box of
files (pandemic project)
and found a little booklet
called “Parts of a Flower”
with son Alex’s name
printed on it from his days
at Montessori pre-school.
These tiny 2-5 year old tots were taught the parts of a flower at
such a tender age as part of their curriculum and I bet they still
remember them. I, however, have an unexplained botanical
blockage. After finding this treasure my solution is to keep
the little booklet on my desk and refer to the anatomical parts
of a flower scribbled by my young child and (color coded too)
when I need a boost or when I just need to remember where
to find the petal!
While perusing the pandemic box I found a flyer titled Yuck!
that retired environmental scientist Dave Pryor and I designed
back in 2003 in response to the countless inquiries about the

Mallards

(Anas platyrhynchos)

Osprey

(Pandion haliaetus)

condition of the Los Trancos creek, and which is still relevant
today. The concern was that since the water appeared slimy,
green, and well just plain yucky, it must be contaminated.
According to our flyer which we stuck in the middle of the
creek: “It’s green macro algae and it grows in estuary water
that warms from spring to early fall. The naturally occurring
algae can grow rapidly under favorable conditions of
temperature, sunlight and nutrients. Add a lot of nutrients,
say from over-fertilized lawns, and so much algae will grow
that it uses all available dissolved oxygen and can kill fish- a
problem in some areas. The watershed above this creek is
mostly natural open-space, and urban runoff is pumped away.
It may look yucky, but it’s a good, natural yuck, habitat to
many small creatures.” What kind of creatures might enjoy this
yucky, er I mean, healthy creek? Over the years I have seen
many a Mallard, including a Papa, a Mama and baby ducklings
paddling behind them, flycatchers like Black and Says Phoebes
sitting motionlessly on stalks of cattails while hunting aquatic
insects, and even though we hear the riotous chorus of Pacific
Treefrogs during the mating season, once I even saw one in
the daylight. And just the other day on the sand near the
mouth of the creek a group of beach walkers stopped to
marvel at an Osprey who was determined to consume a huge
Croaker while staring down the encroaching gang of gulls
who were hoping for a handout. It was one of those moments
when I realized that each day in the park provides bountiful
surprises from nature.
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point by producing an anti-freeze of sorts. Of course, when
I relayed this puzzling spider sighting to Laurel she replied
“maybe it fell off of your clothes,” certainly a possibility, but not
one I would have liked to consider!
Spiders in the snow and foxes in the sand? Volunteer Liz
Hawkins forwarded a story she thought would interest me
about a pair of red foxes found sunbathing in the warm
sand in Manhattan Beach on an early December morning.
Although a seemingly rare sight, this glimpse of a wild animal
is an important reminder that even for urban dwellers wildlife
is among us. The beach pair were not the native gray foxes,

During the holidays John, the boys and I hunkered down at the
family home in Lake Tahoe. The house is situated about 7,000
feet up the mountain and is adjacent to a beautiful area called
Paige Meadows. One day I was out walking the snowy paths
alone when something made me turn around. There were
no other people, no birds, nor a mammal in sight, but when I
looked directly behind
me I saw a tiny spider
walking across the trail. I
tried to take a photo, but
it was so little it didn’t
even register. A spider
in the snow? This one
really puzzled me, so I
did a little research and
found out that strangely
enough many spiders
live in the frozen world
and remain active in
the subnivean (I had to look this word up…it means “beneath
the snow”) layer between the ground and the snow where
the temperature is often warmer than the air, but occasionally
venture up to the surface. The unidentifiable spider looked
so delicate and fragile and as I bent down to get a closer look
I simply couldn’t grasp that all cold blooded arachnids don’t
hibernate, go dormant, or die once the temperature freezes.
Even though most spiders probably do hunker down for the
season, there are always exceptions. Some may weather the
cold months as eggs, tucked under leaf litter or a rotted log,
whereas others spend the winter as spiderlings, feeding on the
yolk of the eggs from which they’ve hatched. Some can even
change their body chemistry and lower their bodies freezing

Red Fox

(Vulpes vulpes)

but rather red foxes, a canine species that was introduced to
California in the early 1900’s for fox hunting and fur farming.
Over time these foxes were either released or escaped and
easily adapted to their new environment. They eat just about
anything, aren’t picky about their habitat, and can survive in
the natural world just as easily as in human built spaces like
flood control channels, freeway underpasses, and highway
corridors. Cute as they might be with big, beautiful mascara
lined eyes, thick reddish coats, black boots, and a white tipped
tail, this introduced species wreaked ecological havoc on the
local ecosystems and for some of the native animals. Red
foxes actively preyed upon native species, many of which
were already in trouble due to habitat loss. Although wildlife
agencies tried to manage the booming population the
introduced species proved to “outfox” their would be captors.
Today, however, coyotes seem to “lead the pack” and as they
have expanded into urban areas have taken over the territory
once occupied by red foxes. Native or not, seeing these
wild creatures is still thrilling, but hearing them, well, that’s
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another story. They
have a huge vocal
range with sounds
including dog-like
yips to an eerie
shriek that sounds
like a human scream.
Check it out.
In mid-December
lifeguard Ryan Gates
noticed an unusual
accumulation
amassing on the
beach. He sent some
spectacular sunset
shots showing the
strange organism
to Alex who wrote
Sea Gooseberries
Pleurobrachia pileus)
an intriguing
Instagram post:
Meet the Sea Gooseberry! Sometimes the ocean delivers
us mysterious treasures and this weekend, visitors to
Crystal Cove State Park’s Marine Protected Area or
MPA were dazzled and mystified by thousands
of tiny, clear, jiggly orbs scattered across the
sand. Sea Gooseberries belong to the genus
Pleurabrachia and are a species of comb
jelly, related to sea jellies. Sea Gooseberries
are gelatinous, slightly pear-shaped balls that
have 8 undulating rows of comblike plates that flash
like a rainbow light show underwater and these comb
plates are lined with thousands of cilia. These cilia beat
in sequence and help propel the comb jelly through
the water. Sea Gooseberries do not have stinging cells
and are not dangerous to humans but they are voracious
predators! They feed on tiny organisms like eggs and
larvae by extending two sticky tentacles into the water to
ensnare their prey. Sea Gooseberries can be found in any
ocean on earth but
the specific species we saw washed up on shore can be
found in shallow waters anywhere from southern Alaska
to northern Mexico. So why are they here? Jellies are
unable to swim against ocean currents so they literally
“go with the flow” and sometimes wash up on shore
after storms bring strong winds and currents to our coast!

Over the holidays
my sweet
sister-in-law
presented me
with a beautiful
shawl made
from sustainable
materials from
a company
called Big Life
Foundation,
a charity that
works to protect
wildlife and
wildlands in East
Africa. What I
liked as much as
the shawl itself
was the little
bracelet with a
tiny gold leaf that
was pinned to the shawl with a message that read: “Wear
this bracelet as a reminder of your daily commitment
to improving the environment and making the
world a better place for future generations.” And
so, I do, each day. As for future generations, I
include this photo of my 5-year-old niece Abby
who is looking at a pair of Great Horned Owls
camped out in a tree by her home. I had given
Abby binos and a bird book for her birthday and
so when her dad mentioned the owls, I suggested he
help Abby find them in the field guide. How exciting
to turn the next generation on to nature. It is the
biggest joy of my long career with California State
Parks. As poet John Cleal wrote:

We must teach our children to smell the
earth, to taste the rain, to touch the
wind, to see things grow, to hear the sun
rise and night fall – to care.
See you in the Park!
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